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Abstract. In this paper we present an Expert System Shell [9] which

has been already proved to be suitable for the medical domain [10, 5].

Particularly, we focus on the features of its underlaying actions-based

formalism, which make it specially applicable to the Intensive Care do-

main. The critical nature of the processes that take place in an Intensive

Care Unit makes indispensable that any system functioning in this envi-

ronment is able to properly process a considerable amount of data in real

time in order to provide decision making support, diagnosis and therapy

advice, or automatic monitorization according to the evolution of the

patient.

1 Introduction

The Intensive Care domain, together with Anesthesia, constitute very appealing

�elds for decision making support in Arti�cial Intelligence. Both areas have in

common the advantage of the availability of a great amount of data coming

from the technical devices which perform a continuous measurement of clinical

parameters on the patient.

However, this advantage may become a drawback if we consider the time that

can take the physician to �lter all these data in order to extract the relevant

information for determining the current state of the patient and consequently

performing the suitable action to keep him in a normal state. This continuous

overload may make the most experienced physician fail in the diagnosis and

subsequent therapy of a patient. The critical nature of the processes that take

place both in an Intensive Care Unit and in an Operating Theatre, reveals the

importance of minimizing the time employed for taking the decision.

Any system trying to model this decision making process has to face two main

tasks: data validation and therapy planning. In [6] it is shown that statistical

analysis, control theory and other existing techniques are not enough for this

dynamically changing environment, where it is necessary to consider not only

the evolution of the parameters throughout time (in order to determine the

evolution of the patient); but also the dependence of the parameters over time

(which will allow us to accurately determine the current state of the patient). It

is necessary to complement these techniques with some knowledge-based ones.
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In particular, we present a Shell for building Expert Systems (Medtool 5.0 [9])

in dynamic domains, which has been already proved to be suitable for Intensive

Care[10]. This environment integrates in an unique system what we consider

should be the three main components for properly doing this task:

{ Temporal Data Base(TDB): This shell maintains a TDB associated to the

ES which stores the Electronic Patient Record (EPR) besides all the rest of

parameters needed for the medical reasoning.

{ Tool for building the User Interface: This knowledge-based tool allows to

de�ne a set of windows that emulates the forms used by clinician in daily

practice. Moreover, it is possible to do mathematical and statistical compu-

tations with the data stored in the TDB, what allows to construct graphics

that summarize the evolution of the patient at a glance.

{ Tool for building the ES itself: The shell is based on the Logic of Pertinence,

L2[8], which allows us to represent and reason with causality, while preserv-

ing the non-causal behavior of classical logic. This article focuses on the

special features of this underlying actions-based formalism, which make it

applicable to this domain. In this kind of formalisms the domain is described

by: (1) a set of properties which change their value throughout time (called

uents); (2) a set of actions which act on the value of those properties,(3)

and a set of rule-type expressions, called action laws and constraints, which

represent the e�ects a given action has on a set of properties, when certain

preconditions are satis�ed.

There are two main approaches dealing with the formalization of the knowl-

edge managed in these areas of medical care, which try to model on the one hand

the quantitative models of the physiological behavior of the patient [1], and on

the other the medical expertise required in these hospital units [6, 3].

This study �ts in the latter approach. We think that the dynamics of the

domain makes the formalization of the physiological model more complex. First,

it is not always possible to measure all the involved physiological parameters in

real time, and it is necessary to consider the existing variability between patients,

and even between di�erent states of the same patient.

Moreover, the medical expertise knowledge in the domain of Intensive Care

is already modelled in form of medical protocols. At this point we provide a new

perspective for the design of these decision support systems, in a similar way to

Graaf et al [4]. Whereas in [6, 3] they try to represent the patient responses to

given treatments in order to obtain the plan of therapy administration needed

to keep the patient in a normal situation, we focus the design on the decision

task performed by the physician. We consider the physician as the system to be

modelled, because his model of behavior is described in the protocols, whereas

the model of the patient is not completely known. Instead of generating the

whole therapy administration plan and keeping a continuous updating of it, we

simply generate the next therapeutic action to perform according to the past

evolution and current state of the patient, in the same way a physician acts.

To this end it is necessary to provide mechanisms that cope with all the

quantitative information and high level concepts the physician manages during
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the diagnosis process. Several approaches in Temporal Reasoning try to imple-

ment these requirements by means of what they call temporal abstractions [7, 6].

This feature is also covered by the formalism which allows to manage both sym-

bolic and numeric information, taking into account the temporal and contextual

aspects of both types of data, as we will see in the next sections.

We will illustrate this presentation with examples taken from a prototype of

expert system for Coronary Care Unit(CCU) [10]. The Coronary Care Unit is,

together with the Intensive Care Unit, one of the high risk units at hospitals. In

CCU, patients are continuously monitorized in order to determine their state,

evolution and response to treatments. Diagnosis and therapy are revised with

the same frequency. The strong temporal restriction, due to the critical nature of

the illnesses, makes it impossible for the clinicians to develop a complete study of

the patient. They try to drive the patient to a normal state by paying attention

to state components related with life risk.

2 Knowledge Formalization

In this section we explain how to formalize the medical knowledge paying special

attention to the formalization of protocols. We will go through three examples to

show the adecuacy of the formalism, which allows to represent in an homogeneous

way the knowledge necessary to obtain qualitative descriptions of the state of the

patient (Temporal Abstractions), to model the detection of anomalous situations,

and to dinamically recommend the next therapeutic action to perform. The

syntax of the language of the formalism will be explained through the examples.

Firstly we describe a simple example of scoring system, which is not time

dependent. Then, we tackle the problem of monitoring where temporal features

need to be considered. Finally we deal with a more complex example for the for-

malization of a protocol for the continuous administration of intravenous drugs.

2.1 Scoring Systems

Scoring systems are the usual way of evaluating the clinical state of a patient

(e.g., quantifying the expected risk, etc.).

Let us consider the patient state in the called Forrester Classi�cation, that is,

the relation between his Cardiac Index (CI) and his Pulmonary Capillary Wedge

Pressure (PCW). Four zones are established, denoted, I, II, III and IV. Zone

I is normality, zone II is pulmonary congestion, zone III cardiac insu�ciency

and zone IV both simultaneously. Patients placed in zone IV present a high

probability of death. This simple relation is expressed by the following rule:

{\\ Zone in the Forrester Classification

\\W: 'I','II','III','IV'

Forrester:

'I' if CI>2.2 and PCW<18;

'II' if CI>2.2 and PCW>=18;
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'III' if CI<=2.2 and PCW<18;

'IV' if CI<=2.2 and PCW>=18;}

The �rst line in the example is a comment. The second one speci�es the

type and the possible values of the Forrester Classi�cation. It is a symbolic

parameter (W, standing for word) with the de�ned possible values. The rest of

the example is the rule itself, structured as the usual if-then-else. If the �rst

condition is evaluated as false then the second one is considered, and so on.

When one of the conditions is satis�ed, the corresponding value on the left is

assigned to the parameter. If all the conditions result false then the Forrester

parameter preserves its previous value. This knowledge structure is an example

of de�nition of what we call Generalized Magnitudes (GMs), which conform the

basis of our representation formalism.

There are two kinds of GMs. Firstly, we have GMs without knowledge mod-

ule, which constitute the possible inputs to the system and that can be seen

as actions that trigger the inference. On the other hand, we have GMs with

knowledge module, which represent properties of the world that vary with time,

called uents in actions formalisms [11]. The values of these uents are causal

consequences of actions and other uents.

In this example, the Forrester Classi�cation is a uent whose value depends

on the action PCW and the uent CI, which depends on other actions. Its value

changes when some of these actions are input to the system, i.e., when a new

value for the Pulmonary Capillary Wedge Pressure is measured in the patient,

or when any of the parameters on which CI depends are measured, a�ecting

the value of CI. Therefore, the execution of an action a�ects only to the part of

the Knowledge Base which depends directly of indirectly on it, the rest of the

properties are assumed to persist, following the usual inertia principle1[11].

Computing only the relevant part together with the capability of the concur-

rent execution of knowledge [2] reduces the computing time. This is an important

feature for real use in the Intensive Care domain, where fast decision making is

crucial for the patient.

2.2 Stability Monitoring

Let us see now a more representative example. Patient monitoring usually in-

volves to determine his stability with respect to a selected set of parameters. A

patient is stable with respect to a series of clinical parameters when they are

within a given range.

Let us consider the stability of Central Venous Pressure (CVP). The CVP is

stable within a time interval when the measured values di�er at most in 10%.The

formalization of this process is made in this way:

{\\ Central Venous Pressure stable (CVPs)

\\W: 'stable', 'instable'

1 If nothing is said about the change of value of a property it will persist
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CVPs: 'instable' if abs(CVP - previous(CVP))>previous(CVP)*0.1;

'stable';}

Each time a new CVP value is measured, the system applies this expression

and computes the stability value. This part of medical knowledge cannot be

expressed in systems without patient history record, because it is necessary to

access two di�erent values of a parameter, at di�erent temporal points. The

expression previous(CVP) retrieves from the Temporal Data Base the last value,

before the current one, of CVP.

Using this temporal operator it is possible to determine the time period

during which the patient keeps his CVP stable. In order to do this, the clinician

will add the time intervals between the CVP measured values that result stable.

When the patient goes to an unstable state, the stability period is reset to 0.

The system gets this interval using the expression:

{// CVP stable in last CVPhs hours

//N: hours, [0],0

CVPhs: previous(CVPhs) + (timeof(CVP) - timeof(previous(CVP)))

if CVPs = 'stable';

0 if CVPs = 'instable';}

Each value of a property is stored in the KB together with a time-stamp,

which corresponds with the instant of time in which that value was observed/

provided to the system. The temporal operator timeof can be used to access the

last time instant in which the value of the property was provided. We compute

the elapsed time as the di�erence between the instants of the most recent input

for CVP and the previous one. This computation is valid if the CVP is stable.

Otherwise CVPhs is reset to 0.

This example shows how the formalism manages the temporal necessities of

these domains.

2.3 Therapeutic Protocols

A problem that must be faced in a CCU is the monitoring of the continuous

administration of intravenous drugs by drip, what is usually performed following

a protocol. This issue deals with the dynamic adjustment of the dose in order

to, �rst, stabilize the patient state, and second, drive him to a normal state.

Our approach is decision-driven, instead of patient-driven, because we con-

sider the patient as a system of unknown behavior (and therefore di�cult to

be modelled)which has inuence over another system whose behavior is almost

perfectly determined in the form of protocols, i.e., the physician.

As an example, let us consider the typical patient's complication of hyper-

tension. The protocol modelled de�nes the use of nitroglycerine for controlling

the blood pressure. The protocol is initiated when the Blood Pressure (BP)

increases above 150 mmHg. The medical knowledge for the administration of

nitroglycerine can be summarized as follows:
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administrate a dose of 10 mcg/min of Nitroglycerine

(in blisters of 25 mg and 250 cc of serum, at the rate of 15 ml/h).

While 500 mcg/min of Nitroglycerine dose not exceeded

If after 10 min. BP has not decreased 10mmHg

then increase the Nitroglycerine dose in 5mcg/min

If after 10 min. BP is bellow 90 mmHg

then decrease the Nitroglycerine dose in 5 mcg/min

If maximun dose of Nitroglycerine achieved (500mcg/min)

then administrate Nitroprusside

(besides the clinician must be warned - Nitroprusside is a very strong drug-)

Note the temporal features presented in this example such as the measure-

ment of the variation of the BP each 10 minutes in order to properly adjust

the nitroglycerine dose and the reference to the previous value of some of the

properties describing the past behavior of the patient or the physician. In the

following table we show the properties that are relevant for this example.

Property/Action Meaning

BP Blood Pressure

NITRGLI Administrated Nitroglycerine

HYPERTENPRO Hypertension Current Protocol

NITROG Advised Nitroglycerine

MEASURE BP Order Measurement of BP

The actions will be the parameters directly measured on the patient, in this

case the blood pressure and the actual administrated nitroglycerine. The other

properties are the uents that depend on other provided or inferred values.

The syntax of the formalism is quite simple, as it can be followed from the

following speci�cation of the protocol:

{//Blood Pressure (BP)

//N: mmHg, 100,70,200

BP:}

{//Administrated Nitroglycerine (NITRGLI)

//N: mcg/min, 25,5,500

NITRGLI:}

{//Administrated Nitroprusside (NITROPR)

//N: mcg/Kg/min, 1,0.5,4

NITROPR:}

{//Hypertension Current Protocol (HYPERTENPRO)

//W: ['N'],'Nitroglycerine', 'Nitroprusside'

HYPERTENPRO:

'Nitroglycerine' if previous(HYPERTENPRO)='N' and BP>=150;

'Nitroprusside' if previous(HYPERTENPRO)='Nitroglycerine'

and BP>110 and previous(NITROG)>=500;

'N' if previous(NITROG)=0 and previous(NITROP)=0
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and previous(HYPERTENPRO)<>'N'

and NITRGLI=0 and NITROPR=0;}

{//Advised Nitroglycerine (NITROG)

//N: mcg/min,[0],5,500

NITROG:

NITRGLI + 5 if (NITRGLI+5)<=500 and (previous(BP)-BP)<10

and previous(HYPERTENPRO)='Nitroglycerine'

and BP>110;

NITRGLI - 5 if (NITRGLI-5)>=0 and BP<=90

and previous(HYPERTENPRO)='Nitroglycerine';

0 if BP<=90 and previous(NITROG);

10 if HYPERTENPRO='Nitroglycerine';}

{// BP measure needed (MEASURE_BP)

//P:,N,Y

MEASURE_BP:

'N' if hours(BP) - hours(now)<0.16;

'Y';}

The current protocol applied is set in the property HYPERTENPRO. Initially,

if the BP is above 150 mmHg, what is considered an hypertension state, the

drug to administrate will be Nitrogliceryne. In the case that Nitroglycerine fails,

i.e., the maximum dose of 500 mcg/min is achieved, the protocol will switch to

Nitroprusside, whose formalization is not included in the example for the sake

of simplicity, but it is similar to this one.

The dose of nitroglycerine advised by the system (NITROG) changes accord-

ing to the changes produced in the patient's BP and the actual dose adminis-

trated (NITRIGL).

Finally, the evolution of the patient is controlled by the measurement of his

BP each 10 minutes. This therapeutic action can be ordered thanks to the tem-

poral features which our formalism presents. The formalism de�nes a temporal

pseudo-constant called now representing the current time instant. The combi-

nation of this pseudo-constant and the previous operator allows to introduce

temporal features in the de�nition of knowledge expressions. For instance, when

the di�erence between the last time BP was provided to the system and the cur-

rent time instant is greater than 10 minutes, the system orders the measurement

of the patient's BP, as it is stated in the protocol. In this particular formalisa-

tion we have used instead of timeof, one of its derived temporal operators, hours,

which returns the time instant in hours.

The inertia principle provides another additional advantage, because it pre-

serves the value of the properties when nothing is said about the change of its

value. For instance, if we do not need to measure the patient's temperature each

10 minutes, such as happens with the BP, why should have to be provided that

value to the system?. It is much better that the system assumes that the temper-

ature value has not changed or its possible change is not relevant for the current

diagnosis, which is what physician actually does. Besides, this assumption avoids

the storage of redundant information, since only those new values provided to
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the system will be stored in the DB. Note that a new value does not mean a

di�erent value. For instance, it may be possible that the temperature measured

30 minutes after last time is the same value that the previous one, but this will

be considered a new value, and will be stored in the DB.

It may be interesting as well to assume that the value of a property is un-

known, because in a given situation it is not possible to do that measurement.

For this case we will allow to introduce the value unknown for a property. This

would allow to de�ne the value of a derived property in terms of the availability

of the value of another property.

3 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented an Expert System shell based on an Action

and Change formalism. We have shown that this shell is a suitable framework

to the development of Expert Systems in the Intensive Care domain mainly

characterized by protocols.

We have shown that our formalism is appropriate for the formalization of this

kind of protocols, since it combines the advantages of an action based formalism

with additional representational capabilities which allow to have into account

the temporal aspects of this domain, and the access to the past history of the

patient.

The main advantages of this formalization could be summarized as follows:

{ The formalism deals with time in a natural way, capturing the dynamic

aspects of Intensive Care domain.

{ The e�ciency of the knowledge execution allows to give response to changes

in patient state in real time.

{ The underlying logical formal base allows to maintain the coherence of the

represented knowledge.

{ The shell manages numeric information as well as symbolic.
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